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IntroductIon

objectIves

Research Introduction and Objectives

The digital era of business has been upon us for years now. At the heart of this transformation is data. As businesses create and 
use more data, data volumes grow at an unprecedented rate and businesses face new threats of ransomware and cybercrime. As 
a result, IT leaders are seeking new ways to meet the demands of their business stakeholders who rely on data to accelerate their 
transformation initiatives. 

The complexity of data management too has increased, but should businesses prioritize addressing those complexities? Does the 
ability to eliminate application disruptions, protect data against any threats, mobilize data across clouds and unlock value from your 
data have meaningful impacts on outcomes as you shift toward becoming more data-first in your approach? Will the benefits be 
material to the business, or is data management complexity simply an inescapable cost of doing business in this digital age? 

In 2021, HPE partnered with ESG to conduct third-party research among 750 of your IT peers to explore the following:
How are organizations tackling data management complexities, and what benefits do the best performing organizations achieve. 
The results were eye-opening. The leaders in addressing the complexities of data management, referred to as data-first leaders, are 
transforming their businesses to much greater a degree than expected, accelerating operations and new product delivery, beating 
their competition to market, and generating more revenue. 

This eBook will discuss how, and to what degree, data-first leader organizations are improving IT and business results and 
outperforming their peers in terms of both technology and business outcomes. This eBook will also present the burden that data 
management complexities create for contemporary organizations and then highlight the characteristics that are more prominent in 
data-first leader organizations. We will also explore why a cloud operational experience IS the single most important step to eliminate 
complexity. Lastly, we share a data-first maturity model that shows where different businesses fall as they address the challenges of 
data management complexity. 
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In the third quarter of 2021, ESG conducted a 
double-blind survey of 750 IT decision makers 
knowledgeable about data management processes 
and storage technology for their organization. 
Organizations represented spanned multiple market 
segments, from large mid-market businesses (500 
to 999 employees) to large enterprises (1,000 or 
more employees), and multiple industry verticals 
like manufacturing, retail/wholesale, technology, 
financial, among others. 

Respondents were placed into one of 4 groups 
based on the level of progress toward achieving 
cloud operations for data management on-premises, 
and ESG employed a point-based scoring system. 
Organizations could earn (or not earn) up to 100 
maturity points based on their usage of advanced 
capabilities for on-premises data management and 
infrastructure operations, including:
 
• Cloud operational experience (both for IT  

and end-users).

• Modern data protection and recovery capabilities.

• An effective and efficient data management  
strategy and approach.

ESG Research and Maturity 
Segmentation Methodology Data Management Maturity Model

Data-first Leaders 
80-100 points, 13% of market

Evolving Organizations
70-79 points, 20% of market

Emerging Organization
60-69 points, 29% of the market

Nascent Organizations 
Less than 60 points, 38% of the market

Stage 4

Stage 3

Stage 2

Stage 1



Three Ways Today’s  
Data-first Leaders Transform 
Their Businesses



By recognizing, prioritizing, and addressing the 
complexities of data management, data-first 
leaders move much faster than their competition, 
which creates stronger, healthier businesses. 

We asked:  
Considering your last few major product launches/
releases, how has your organization compared to 
competitors (e.g., have you been ahead or behind 
the competition)? (Percent of respondents)

1. Data-first Leaders  
Move Faster and Create 
Healthier Businesses
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52+48+S 17+83+S52% 17%

data-first  
leaders 

NasceNt  
orgaNizatioNs

PerCentage that rePort Being  
“inline or Behind” their ComPetition

2+98+S 40+60+S2% 40%

PerCentage that rePort Being  
“Quarters ahead” of their ComPetition

data-first  
leaders 

NasceNt  
orgaNizatioNs

Data-first leaders are

to beat competitors to market  
by multiple quarters

20x more likely

The majority of nascent organizations

to keep pace with competitors
struggle



When a business is built on data, addressing the 
complexities of data management and accelerating 
operations can, and often does, create new revenue 
opportunities. When you can move faster than 
your competition, you can deliver more products 
to market, and exceeding revenue goals become 
much easier.

Data-first Leaders Deliver 
More Innovation and Exceed 
Business Goals
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8+92+S 12+88+S8.1 12.1

numBer of neW ProduCts/serviCes  
develoPed in the last year

data-first  
leaders 

NasceNt  
orgaNizatioNs

4+96+S 46+54+S4% 54%

exCeed revenue goals  
By more than 10%

data-first  
leaders 

NasceNt  
orgaNizatioNs

Data-first leaders have driven

in the last year than  
nascent organizations

49% more innovation

Data-first leaders were

than nascent organizations to beat  
revenue goals by more than 10%

11.5x more likely

Back to Contents

fIrst We asked:  
How many new products/services has your 
organization developed in the last year?

then We asked:  
Thinking about your company’s current fiscal 
year (FY), which of the following represents 
your company’s performance (or expected 
performance) relative to its revenue goal? 
(Percent of respondents)



Data management complexity doesn’t just hinder 
opportunity, it creates risk for the organization. 
Data-first leaders are better protected against 
ransomware attacks. 

Data-first leaders place less data at risk  
and can recover the business faster than  
nascent organizations. 

2. Data-first Leaders Can  
Better Mitigate Risk 
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8+92+S 39+61+S8% 39%

We Can reCover to a state Within seConds 
Prior to the ransomWare attaCk

data-first  
leaders 

NasceNt  
orgaNizatioNs

38+62+S 74+26+S38% 74%

We Can reCover to a state Within minutes 
Prior to the ransomWare attaCk

data-first  
leaders 

NasceNt  
orgaNizatioNs

Data-first leaders are

than nascent organizations to  
be highly resilient to ransomware  

in terms of data loss 

4.9x more likely

Data-first leaders are

to be able to recover faster from  
ransomware (within minutes)

2x more likely

Back to Contents

fIrst We asked:  
Consider your organization’s mission-critical 
applications. What is its current level of protection 
against ransomware? (Percent of respondents)

then We asked:  
Consider your organization’s mission-critical 
applications. How quickly could you restore 
availability in the event of a ransomware attack? 
(Percent of respondents)
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The effective use of data requires close cooperation 
between IT teams and the professionals whose 
jobs depend on that data (e.g., users, data science 
teams, developers, BC/DR stakeholders, and other 
line-of-business professionals). 

Data-first leaders better serve their consumers and 
have happier stakeholders, which creates a more 
productive, stronger, and more successful business 
atmosphere. As a result, data-first leaders empower 
their businesses with a faster time to value. 

3. Data-first Leaders Have 
Happier Stakeholders
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Data-first leaders earn a 

Data-first leaders earn a 

Data-first leaders earn a 

from their developers related to data access.

from their data analysts/scientists related to data access.

from their Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery stakeholders 
related to data access.

4.1x higher satisfaCtion rating

3.5x higher satisfaCtion rating

3.5x higher satisfaCtion rating
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Why Waiting to Address 
the Complexities of Data 
Management Isn’t an Option
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Too often, the complexities associated with 
data management get classified as the cost of 
business and are not given the right priority. These 
complexities hinder an organization’s ability to 
innovate, inhibit agility, and increase risk.

Data-first leaders focus on the needs of the applications and have the flexibility and agility to deploy applications on the 
right infrastructure, rather than being limited to leveraging infrastructure that is convenient.

The Symptoms of Data Management Complexity Issues

The first step to addressing data management complexity is acknowledging there is a problem: 

Data Management 
Complexities Cripple Digital 
Business Operations
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On average, organizations  
leverage 23 different tools to  
manage their data environment.

Nascent organizations 
are 5.3x more likely 
than data-first leaders to 
simply use infrastructure 
that is most convenient. 

Data-first leaders are 2x more likely than nascent organizations  
to strongly agree that their data management capabilities are falling short. 

68% say the complexity of their  
IT environment slows down their 
operations and digital initiatives.

Data-first leaders are 3.3x more likely than 
nascent organizations to prioritize application 
requirements and their future needs and 
then match the infrastructure to that profile 
when deploying applications.

of respondents acknowledge  
their data management  
capabilities can’t keep pace  
with business requirements.

74%
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The One Key Essential to 
Becoming a Data-first Leader
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            91% of  
ALL respondents  
agree that mature  
cloud operations  
on-premises is the 
single most important 
step to eliminate 
complexity.”

“
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On-premises Cloud  
Operations Are a Game 
Changer when Addressing Data 
Management Complexity

than nascent organizations to 
strongly agree that cloud ops are 
critical to minimizing complexity.

Data-first leaders are 

2.4x more likely 

|  Importance of Mature Cloud Operations On-Premises

Strongly 
agree, 35%

Agree, 55%

Neutral, 9%

We asked:  
Agree or disagree: Achieving a mature cloud operations model for on-premises IT infrastructure, data management 
services, and applications is the single most important step my organization can take to minimize complexity now and 
in the future. (Percent of respondents, N=750)

36%
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To get the value and agility from your data,  
the cloud operational experience on-premises 
is the real game changer. 

Elements of a Cloud Operational Experience

Data-first Leaders Create a 
Cloud Operational Experience

Enable  
as-a-Service.

 Integrated automation with 
comprehensive visibility. 

Integrated Intelligence (AI/ML) 
  in workload placement.

Simple to purchase  
and deploy.

element 1. 

element 3. element 4. 

element 2. 
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ElEmEnt 1.  

Data-first leaders move toward delivering data infrastructure as-a-Service.

respondents say they are under pressure to  
deliver more cloud experiences to end-users.

more than 4 out of 5
than nascent organizations to rate on-prem aaS 
enablement for data management as significant.

Data-first leaders are

3x more likely
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Data-first leaders are

than nascent organizations 
to use AI/ML tools today

5.5x more likely 15+85+S 83+17+S15% 83%

data-first  
leaders 

NasceNt  
orgaNizatioNs

Currently using  
ai/ml-Based tools

ElEmEnt 2.  

Data-first leaders create a cloud operational experience that is powered by data-driven, artificial intelligence-based tools.
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to automate ongoing management than
nascent organizations.

to automate data protection than nascent organizations.  

Data-first leaders are

Data-first leaders are

than nascent organizations to rate comprehensive 
data management as essential.

2.4x more likely

2.7x more likely

29+71+S 69+31+S29% 69%

data-first  
leaders 

NasceNt  
orgaNizatioNs

ComPrehensive data management as essential

ElEmEnt 3.  

Data-first leaders have made strides in automation and prioritize the ability to manage the entire data environment from anywhere 
through comprehensive visibility, management, and protection.
 

Data-first leaders are

2.3x more likely
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ElEmEnt 4.  
Data-first leaders endeavor to simplify the configuration, ordering, and deployment of the data infrastructure while leveraging  
a pay-as-you-go model for data infrastructure.
 

to automate infrastructure selection and provisioning 
than nascent organizations.

Organizations over buy for what they ultimately need

54% of the time. 

Data-first leaders are

Data-first leaders are

than nascent organizations to have very strong 
infrastructure-provisioning capabilities.

47% more likely

2.7x more likely
30+70+S 44+54+S30% 44%

data-first  
leaders 

NasceNt  
orgaNizatioNs

very strong infrastruCture  
Provisioning CaPaBilities
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Transformational 
Benefits of Becoming  
a Data-first Leader
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By simplifying data management with a cloud 
operational experience, data-first leaders were 
nearly twice as likely as nascent organizations to 
report advancements in their data management 
environment. This included dramatically alleviating 
the challenges selecting infrastructure, getting 
precious time back that can be focused more 
on areas that advance the business, and more 
effectively supporting the apps that drive them 
forward. Businesses need to be able to run any 
application and meet any SLA—all matched with 
the right performance, resiliency, and efficiency. 

IT Benefits of Being a  
Data-first Leader

Why Being a Data-first Leader Matters
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Data-first leaders are 1.6x more 
likely to reduce the impact that 
data management complexity 
has on innovation.

Data-first leaders are 1.8x more 
likely to reduce the time required 
to support and manage their 
infrastructure environment.

Data-first leaders are 1.7x more 
likely to alleviate the challenges 
of determining the optimal 
infrastructure to run workloads.

Data-first leaders are 1.5x more 
likely to alleviate the difficulty 
supporting all the applications in 
their environment.

             By simplifying data management with a cloud 
operational experience, data-first leaders were nearly twice 
as likely as nascent organizations to report advancements 
in their data management environment. ”“ 
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Data-first Leaders Deliver Stronger Business Results Today…and Are More Confident When Looking to the Future 

Data-first leaders have driven 
49% more product/service 
innovation in the last year than 
nascent organizations.

Data-first leaders are 1.7x more likely to be  
very confident in their organization’s ability  
to increase innovation. 

Data-first leaders are 1.4x more likely to be  
very confident in their organization’s ability to 
accelerate time to market.

Data-first leaders are 1.6x more likely to be  
very confident in their organization’s ability  
to improve resiliency and reduce risk. 

Data-first leaders are 1.5x more likely to be  
very confident in their organization’s ability  
to accelerate digital transformation.

Data-first leaders are 20x more 
likely to beat competitors to 
market by multiple quarters.

Data-first leaders were 11.5x 
more likely to beat revenue 
goals by 10% or more.

Stronger today:

More confident for the future:
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HPE GreenLake for storage HPE GreenLake for data protection

LEARN MORE

The results of this research were eye opening. Data-first leaders move much faster than their competition, are better able to mitigate 
risk, and have happier and more capable users. In other words, data-first leaders create stronger, healthier businesses. And with data 
at the heart of transformation, taking the steps to become data-first has a meaningful impact. 

Through this research study of 750 midsized and enterprise organizations around the globe, it has become apparent that companies 
that are further ahead in their data-first achievements are reaping benefits and transforming their businesses for the better. Do not 
wait to solve the complexities of data management. Creating a cloud operational experience is an, if not the, essential piece, to 
addressing these challenges and capturing these rewards. 

Take the time to evaluate the state of your data management environment and see what actions you need to take to become a data-
first leader. Start by looking for a partner who can help you achieve a cloud operational experience on premises and propel your 
business forward. 

HPE is helping customers accelerate data-first modernization by simplifying data management with a cloud operational experience 
everywhere. Through a portfolio of cloud data services, cloud infrastructure services, and cloud-native data infrastructure, powered 
with data-driven intelligence and and delivered as-a-Service, HPE is there to help customers every step of the way. 

To see whether your organization is a data-first leader, take a five-minute survey to see where you fall and get a customized report to 
explore ways to advance even further. 

Conclusion

Explore how with HPE GreenLake  
for storage and data protection

Are you a data-first leader?
Take 5 minutes and find out now

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/greenlake/storage.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/greenlake/data-protection.html
https://www.hpe.com/storage/datafirstleadersurvey
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Demographics

750 IT decision makers.

The data in this report was derived from a survey 
fielded between August 24, 2021 and September 
14, 2021.

Totals in figures and tables throughout this report 
may not add up to 100% due to rounding. 

The margin of error for a sample size of 750  at the 
95% confidence level is + or - 4 percentage points. 

aBout hPe

HPE is the edge-to-cloud company that helps 
organizations accelerate outcomes by unlocking 
value from all data, everywhere. No matter where 
you are on your journey HPE is here to help you 
accelerate what’s next for your enterprise. HPE 
GreenLake edge-to-cloud platform provides 
enterprises with a powerful foundation to drive 
data-first modernization with the cloud that 
comes to you, bringing the cloud experience and 
operating model to all apps and data, everywhere. 

respondents by senIorIty

respondents by  regIon

respondents by annual revenue

respondents by  Industry

North 
America, 

33%

Western 
Europe, 

33%

Asia 
Pacific, 

34%
Manufacturing, 

32%

Retail/wholesale, 
24%

Technology, 10%

Financial, 7%

Transportation & 
logistics, 7%

Communications 
& media, 7%

Healthcare, 5%

Construction/ 
engineering, 4%

Other, 3%

Executive, 
19%

Senior management, 
59%

Middle 
management

/ senior 
professional, 

22%

5%

17%

23%

23%

17%

12%

3%

$50 million to $99.999 million

$100 million to $249.999 million

$250 million to $499.999 million

$500 million to $749.999 million

$750 million to $999.999 million

$1 billion to $4.999 billion

$5 billion or more
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